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SODIUM FIRES

FRENCH RESEARCH ON A GENERAL APPROACH TO SODIUM FIRES

JC. MALET (CEA)*

SUMMARY

This document gives a general idea of how one may deal with the safety
of an installation in case of a sodium leak generating either a sodium
pool fire, or a sodium spray fire, or a combined sodium fire, and in case
of a sodium leak either with or without fire and/or any other aggravating
phenomenon such as aerosols or sodiurn-concrete reactions for example.

This paper describes the means used to reduce fir̂ e consequences.,
These means are either design codes used for dimensioning premises with
their ventilation system or for defining a course of action to be taken
in case of fire — or equipement and components (fire fighting equipement,
detection devices...) used to prevent or to fight fires, or finally to
repair the installation after a fire, the latter operation including the
processing of the residues.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of studies carried out in France in the field of sodium fires
was to- give safety analysts or engineers sufficiently qualified means
to be used in various situations, enabling the suitability of the options
adopted to reduce fire consequences, to be checked. These means are either
design codes - used for dimensioning premises with their ventilation system
or for defining a course of action to be taken in case of fire - or
equipement and components (fire fighting equipement, detection devices...)
used to prevent or to fight fires., or finally to repair the installation
after a fire, the latter operation including the processing of the residues.

This document gives a general idea of how one may deal with the safety
of an installation in case of a sodium leak generating one of the following
types of f i re :

- sodium poo! fire,
- sodium spray, fire,
- combined sodium fire,

and in case of a sodium leak either with or without fire and/or any other
aggravating phenomenon such as aerosols or sodium-concrete reactions for
example. .
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SODIUM LEAK CONSEQUENCES

1.1. Thermodynamic consequences of a fire

The studies carried out in France focused on the following three
types of fire : pool fire, spray fire and combined fire.

1.1.1. Sodium pool fire

Experimental studies were carried out in containments of different
volume in order to analyze the scale effects* The parameters studied
were the following•*

- surface of pool.
r sodium temper attire,
- atmospheric moisture,
- thickness of pool,
- oxygen concentration.

The tests were carried out either in a confined atmosphere or
in a ventilated atmosphere.

Weight and energy values were assessed! during and at the end
of the fire so as to analyze the reaction process, to determine the
laws of combus-Han and to work out a design code PYROS I tsee fig- 1)..
The field of validation of the code is presented in figures 2 and
2a.

»-•

1.1.2. Sodium spray fires

Thermodynamic consequences can be calculated with two different
types of code.

The PYROS I code is composed of a "spray fire" module : in this
case, thê  calculation is very pessimistic because it is assumed that
sodium burns instantly and that energy is transmitted to the newly
formed products and to the gases.

The PULSAR code (see Fig. 3) was developed through experiments
carried out in France in a 4>5 m3 containment arat in Germany in
collaboration with KFK in a 220 m3 containment. Test cond ft ions are
presented in Fig.. 4. Figure 5 gjves an example of comparison between
calculation and experiment.

1.1.3. Combined sodium fires

The experimental research which has been carried out since 19S2
in the CEA (a 4,5 m3. 22 m3 containment) in collaboration with KFK
(FAUNA containment : 220 m3> and ENEA (in ESMERALDA : 5600 m3) focused
on the study of sodium jets with a Reynold's number oscillating between
105 and 106.

The main parameters studied were the following :

- sodium temperature (200°C - 550°C),
- leak size (1 cm2) and rates (from 1 kg/s to 10 kg/s),
- sodium weight (from 10 kg to 300 kg),
- jet height < 9 m,
- oxygen concentration (O2 = 0,21 — > O2 = zero),
- jet direction (upwards, downwards).
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These results were used to elaborate a design code named FEUMlX,
the first version of which is now being modified. The actuel aim
is to create a code that globally deals with the physical process
of combustion. The coup I i ng w i th PYROS I will make it possible to
process a sodium jet generating a pool fire.

1.2. Other consequences of a sodium fire

1.2.1. The effect on'concrete

When the leak occurs in a concrete locale, two different kinds
of consequence can be observed : those due to the react i on of sod i urn
with concrete when in direct contact with sodium, and those due to
the heat emitted by sodium and fire when concrete is. not in direct
contact with metal. In the first case, hydrogen will be proauced
and a reaction between sodium and the concrete components (water,
aggregates, cement) will occur, which can.Jead to temperatures reaching
800°C at the interface. In -the second case, a water desorption of
concrete will be observed. -

Experimental studies have been carried out with Creys-MalviIle
concrete using circular samples of 30 cm in diameter, in order to
understand the phenomena of the sodium-concrete reaction. The main
parameters analyzed were the following :

- sodium thickness,
- sodium temperature,
- concrete thickness,
- configuration (cold face open or closed),
- interface position (horizontal, vertical).

Tests have been carried out on 1 m^ concrete blocks (surface :
1 m2, thickness -. 1 m) in order to study the water desorption of
concrete*

These studies have led to the defining of the following design
codes : .

SORBET (Fig. 6)., describing heat transfers, water transfers
in concrete, the thermal decomposition of carbonate and CO2 transfers
rn concrete. Figure 7 shows a comparison between SORBET and an
experiment.

RESSORT, describing the chemical reactions and the effect of
the reaction on concrete.

The couplings SORBET-PYROS I and RESSORT-PYROS I in Figure 8
are used to calculate the effects of a sodium leak an a concrete
locale in the case of fire. These codes can be compared with th#
NABE code developed by safety analysts using empirical formulae to
describe the water desorption of concrete and the sodium-concrete
reaction.

It is possible moreover to protect concrete either with e metal
liner or with a concrete layer highly resistant to sodium, in order
to avoid the sodiumconcrete reaction. This concrete layer is composed
of PHLOX concrete developed by the LAFARGE cement company.
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1.2.2. Aerosols

The physical behaviour of aerosols in a locale can be calculated
with the Aerosols A2 code (log-normal distribution) or with the Aerosol
B/t code (law of discretized distribution).

The quantity of aerosols coming from 'thelocale during and after
fire can be. calculated by means of PYROS I. This value will be used
to dimension very high-efficiency 1iIters, the retaining power of
which is given in Fig. 6, as well as the prefiIters for sodium aerosols
(Fig. 9), the efficiency of which is higher than 99 %.

The ICAIRNA code is used to calculate the tiiffusion in the air
of the aerosols which are not trapped by the ventilation system and
their subsequent chemical transformation.

1.3. System Code

The effects o'f the phenomena occur, ing during a sodium fire
(Figure 10) can be calculated by means of the different codes mentioned
above. The CEA has undertaken to group them into' a PYROS II .system
code, wich will enable the user to carry out the' necessary studies
for the safety of an installation. :

2. FIRE FIGHTING

In addition to the arrangements mentioned above (confinement,
semiconfinement...), means have been developed to fight sodium fires.
The devices installed in the locale reduce ttie fire consequences
insofar as the system has already been equipped with devices designed
to reduce the quantity of leaking sodium (detection,.quick evacuation
etc...). These are therefore :

- passive means :

. smothering tanks,

. tunneling floor with pipes for sodium recovery,

- active means :

. MarcaIi na powder
developed in laboratory and then tested on medium-sized quantities,
these devices were validated during the tests carried out in the
ESMERALDA installation.

3. REPAIR OF THE INSTALLATION AND DESTRUCTION OF RESIDUES

Since repairing of an installation after a fire is a part of
the compulsory operatibns after a test, new data was obtained
concerning :

- techniques for cutting sodium and removing non-burned sodium,
- special intervention clothing,
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- the processing of the residues of combustion ; storage,

transport by road and destruction of residues.

This gave rise to a certain number of rules or instructions
• to be observed by the operating staff, taking into account of

course, the specific configuration of the installation.

4. CONCLUSION

As regards the safety of sodium installations, the experimental
and theoretical program carried out in France to study sodium fires
resulted in the development of means enabling engineers, safety
analysts and owner-operators to develop the safety system of an
installation being designed or to check the safety equipment of an
existing installation. Thanks to this program, it was possible to
develop -a large variety of means to be selected according to other
requirements specific to the project or to the installation. These
means can also be used to determine a course of action to be taken
in case of an incident, or to- define instructions to be given tc
the operators during the incident or afterwards, that is to say during
repair operations.
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FIGURE 2 BIS

P Y R 0 S I . A V A L I D A T I O N

V A L I D A T I O N R A N G E

. FLOW RATE < 20 KG/S

. POOL AREA < 50 M?

. THICKNES OF THE POOL < 30 CM

. SODIUM MASS < 5 TON

. VOLUME OF THE CELL < 3600 M^

. SODIUM POLL AREA/AREA OF THE CELL < 0,25

. CLOSED VESSEL

. VENTILATED VESSEL :

. EXHAUST AND INLET OPEN - FLOW RATE < 1500

. INLET SHUT DOWN - EXHAUST OPEN AND CONNECTED TO A DILUTION
LOOP SIMULATING THE VENTILATION OF OTHERS ROOMS (FLOW RATE
OF THE DILUTION LOOP < 13.000 M^.H"!)

. VESSEL PROTECTED WITH REGULATING SAFETY VALVES (PRESSURE AND
VACUUM)
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SODIUM SPRAY FIFES
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FIGURE 5
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